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By studying the key event paths of probabilistic event structure graphs (PESGs), a key event path analysis approach for integrated
system models is proposed. According to translation rules concluded from integrated system architecture descriptions, the
corresponding PESGs are constructed from the colored Petri Net (CPN) models. Then the definitions of cycle event paths, sequence
event paths, and key event paths are given. Whereafter based on the statistic results after the simulation of CPN models, key event
paths are found out by the sensitive analysis approach. This approach focuses on the logic structures of CPN models, which is
reliable and could be the basis of structured analysis for discrete event systems. An example of radar model is given to characterize
the application of this approach, and the results are worthy of trust.

1. Introduction

The American Department of Defense published the
“Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF)
Vision 2.0” in 2009 [1–3], which concludes 41 models and
8 viewpoints: All Viewpoint (AV), the Capability Viewpoint
(CV), the Data and Information Viewpoint (DIV), the
Operational Viewpoint (OV), the Project Viewpoint (PV),
the Services Viewpoint (SvcV), the Standards Viewpoint
(StdV), and the Systems Viewpoint (SV) and develops one of
the main standards in the world on account of its integrated
description criterion for system architecture. However, the
static description could not support the dynamic perfor-
mance evaluation of the integrated system, which leads lots
of researchers to study the problem of creating executable
models from the DoDAF products [4–6] (Figure 1). As a
kind of high level Petri net, CPN is the preferred tool
to create executable models for its beautiful advantage in
modeling, simulation, and performance evaluation of large
scale systems.

CPN adopts color sets, class folding, and definitions of
data class, which was founded by Professor Jensen [7] in
1981 and enforces the modeling ability of Ordinary Petri Net
(OPN). There have developed many mature theories about
modeling manners and simulation results based on CPN
[8–10], but the structural characteristics such as incidence

matrices are weakened from OPN to CPN, which prevents
us to obtain the S (T) invariants, trap (siphon) structures,
conservation, and so forth based on incidence matrices. As a
result, we have to search for the structural analysis methods
of CPN models.

The structural analysis [11] is a kind of efficient perfor-
mance analysis method, which has the advantage of obtain-
ing the logic verification results from the whole structures
of the models independent of their initial markings and
getting the behavior characteristics from the structures only.
Through the structural analysis of CPN models, we mainly
want to indicate the events and choice relations between
them from their structures. What is more, we should find out
the key event paths if needed in project.

Events and choice relations between them are on the
basis of event structures. A probabilistic event structure [12]
is the probability extension based on the extended bundle
event structure, which we can use to represent the concurrent
operation and interrupt operation in Process Algebra. In
this paper, we adopt the probabilistic event structure graphs
translated from the architecture models and CPN models
to analyze the serial event paths and the cycle event paths.
According to the probability range for each cycle event path
based on the simulation results of the associated CPN model,
we can determine the event path with the maximum change
range to be the key event path of the system.
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Table 1: DoDAF V2.0 OV models.

Models Descriptions

OV-1: high-level operational concepts graphic The high-level graphical/textual description of the operational concept.

OV-2: operational resource flow description A description of the resource flows exchanged between operational activities.

OV-3: operational resource flow matrix
A description of the resources exchanged and the relevant attributes of the
exchanges.

OV-4: organizational relationships chart The organizational context, role, or other relationships among organizations.

OV-5a: operational activity decomposition tree
The capabilities and activities (operational activities) organized in a hierarchal
structure.

OV-5b: operational activity model

The context of capabilities and activities (operational activities) and their
relationships among activities, inputs and outputs; additional data can show cost,
performers, or other pertinent information.

OV-6a: operational rules model
One of three models used to describe activity (operational activity). It identifies
business rules that constrain operations.

OV-6b: state transition description
One of three models used to describe operational activity (activity). It identifies
business process (activity) responses to events (usually, very short activities).

OV-6c: event-trace description
One of three models used to describe activity (operational activity). It traces actions
in a scenario or sequence of events.
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Figure 1: Executable models based on DoDAF-OV models.

2. Basic Concepts

2.1. OV of DoDAF 2.0. Like the previous DoDAF visions,
DoDAF V2.0-described Models in the Operational View-
point describe the tasks and activities, operational elements,
and resource flow exchanges required to conduct operations.
They definitely define operational activities and their
relationships and provide efficient references [2]. Names of
the models and their descriptions are provided in Table 1.

The OV-1 describes a mission, class of mission, or
scenario. The OV-2 applies the context of the operational
capability to a community of anticipated users. The OV-
3 addresses operational resource flows exchanged between
operational activities and location. The OV-4 shows orga-
nizational structures and interactions. The OV-5 describes
the operational activities that are being conducted within

the mission or scenario. The pervious OV models merely
describe the static structure of the architecture elements and
their relationships. However, OV-6 focuses on the dynamic
behavior, which concerns the timing and sequencing of
events that capture operational behavior of a business
process or mission thread. Thus, this behavior is related to
the activities of OV-5b. Based on those static and dynamic
description models, we can create the associated simulation
models (e.g., CPN models).

2.2. Basic Definitions of Event Structures. Event structures are
a prominent noninterleaving model for concurrency. We use
Langerak’s bundle event structures [13], an adaptation of
Winkel’s event structures [14] to fit the specific requirements
of multiparty of synchronization. Bundle event structures
consist of events labeled with actions—an event modeling
the occurrence of its action—together with relations of cau-
sality and conflict between events. System runs can be mod-
eled as partial orders of events satisfying certain constraints
posed by the causality and conflict relations between the
events.

Causality is represented by a relation, denoted �→,
between a set X of events and an event e. The interpretation
of X �→ e is that if e happens in a system run, exactly one
event inX has happened before (and cause e). This enables us
to uniquely define a causal ordering between the events in a
system run. Conflict is a symmetric binary relation, denoted
#, between events. The intended meaning of e#e′ is that either
e or e′ that either e or e′ can appear in a system run but not
both.

Definition 1. A bundle event structure (BES) ε is defined to
be a structure (E, #, �→, l) with E a set of events, # ∈ E×E the
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(irreflexive and symmetric) conflict relation, �→⊆ P(E) × E
the causality relation, and l : E → L the action-labelling
function, where L is a set of action labels, such that

∀X ⊆ E,

e ∈ E : X �−→ e =⇒ (∀e′, e′′ ∈ X : e′ /= e′′ =⇒ e′#e′′).
(1)

We usually denote bundle (X , e) by X �→ e and an event
labeled a by ea. But it is difficult to simulate a system’s
behavior only depending on the sequences of activities. For
concurrent systems, the performance and security analysis
is a more important problem. So it is necessary to consider
some performance evaluation parameters (e.g., probability
metrics). In the following part of this paper, we will obtain
probabilistic extended bundle event structures (πEBESs) by
decorating events and bundles with probabilities.

In πEBESs, we bind probabilities to some events, which
we denote probabilistic events. And we associate a probability
distribution time value with some events, which are random
timed events. Then we can obtain generalized stochastic
extended bundle event structures. We use a partial order map
π to represent the probability of an event, then π(e) = p(p ∈
[0, 1]) expresses that the probability is p if the event e is
enabled.

Definition 2. A πEBES ε is defined to be a structure of ε =
(E, #, �→, l,π) with E a set of events, # ∈ E× E the (irreflexive
and symmetric) conflict relation, �→⊆ P(E)× E the causality
relation, and l : E → L the action-labelling function, π :
E→ p(0, 1) the probability function, → p the partial order
function. For each event e, there exists e ∈ dom(π),∃Q ⊆
dom(π) : e ∈ Q ∧Q such that ∧∑e′∈Q π(e′) = 1.

πEBESs are graphically represented as PSEGs in the
following way: events are denoted as dots; near the dot
the action label is given. Conflicts are indicated by dotted
lines between representations of events. Bundle X �→ e in
indicated by drawing an arrow from each event in X to e
and connecting all arrows by small lines. The probabilities
and delays are labeled beside the associated events. If there
exists a cycle causality, we use a dash-dotted line to instead
of the small line for bundle X �→ e. The basic relations are as
Figure 2.

3. Key Event Path Analysis

At present, there have been many research results and
theories about events and route choices. Based on these,
we can translate CPN models to PSEGs according to some
rules to analyze event paths of systems. In this section, the
translation rules and event path definitions are presented.
Besides that, the key event path analysis method based on
the simulation results of CPN models is brought forward.

3.1. PSEGs Translation Rules and Steps. Before discussing
the translation rules of PSEGs, we should study the
contents represented by DoDAF V2.0-OV models and the
relationships between them. As referred in Section 2.1, OV-1

to OV-5 mainly depict the operational activities and resource
flows exchanged, and OV-6 adds the dynamical behavior
descriptions of the operational activities. In other words,
the activity and node descriptions in the models of OV-1 to
OV-5 are associated to each other, which are the basis of the
event sequences and time delays in OV-6 (as in Figure 3).

An event models the occurrence of its action (very short
activity). As in Table 1, OV-5a and OV-5b represent the
activities and behavior relationships between them when
occurring, the associated events of which makes up the
events of PSEGs. And OV-6a provides instructions which
activities should occur under some certain conditions. OV-
6b denotes the activity sequences, and OV-6c the infor-
mation exchanged between all operational nodes. All OV-
6 models can determine the relationships between events
in PSEGs to be causality, conflict, or independence. In
conclusion, we can pick up event elements from OV-5
models and relationships from OV-6 models for PSEGs.
Then the probabilities and time delays of occurring events are
left unknown (the ones provided by OV-6 may be denoted
by some random distributions, which is not convenient to
compute and analyze), which can be obtained from the
statistical simulation results of CPN models.

As a popular tool for modeling, simulating, and analysis,
CPN tools support random distribution functions, and
times of simulation, which enables us to pick up favorite
statistical data to analyze. When simulating a CPN model,
it is often useful to be able to examine the markings
and occurring binding elements, to periodically extract
information from the markings and binging elements, and
then to use the information for different purposes. A monitor
is a mechanism in CPN tools that is used to observe, inspect,
control, or modify a simulation of a CPN model. Many
different monitors can be defined for a given net. Monitors
can inspect both the markings of places and the occurring
binding elements during a simulation, and they can take
appropriate actions based on the observations. Monitors can
be used for each of the activities. Therefore, we can conclude
the PSEGs translation rules as in Figure 4.

On the basis of the πEBESs definition, DoDAF-OV
models and CPN models, we can conclude the particular
steps as follows.

Step 1. Extract the bottom activities to construct event sets
E = {ei}, graphically denoted as dots.

Step 2. Make sure the relationships between relationships.

Substep 1. The relationship of event e1 and e2 as the
form of “if e1 then e2” is if e1 occurs before e2 in the
event sequence description of OV-6b and OV-6c, then the
relationship of them is a cycle causality, graphically denoted
as a dash-dotted arrow form e1 to e2, or the relationship is
a causality, graphically denoted as an arrow form e1 to
e2.

Substep 2. The relationship of e2 and e3 as the form of “if e1

then e2, else e3” in OV-6a is conflict, graphically denoted as
a dashed line connecting with e2 and e3.
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Figure 2: Basic relations of πEBESs.
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Figure 5: Graphical forms of a minimal sequence and a minimal cycle event path.
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Step 3. Compute the probability and time delay of each
event obtained from the simulation results of CPN models,
and write them near the associated dots.

3.2. Definitions and Analysis of Event Paths. To analyze
properties of every event path, we should firstly define the
event paths, cycle, and sequence event paths according to
relationships of events in PESGs. In this section, we give
the following definitions where causalities are the basic
relationships.

Definition 3 (Event Paths). For e1, e2 ∈ E, if e1 �→ e2, then we
call e1 �→ e2 a casual event pair. A serial casual event included

Table 2: Names and meanings of the EWR system events.

Names Meanings

P StartWork EWR starts working.

P Search EWR starts to search.

P SearchData EWR obtains searching data.

P NotSearched EWR searches no threats.

P TimeEnough EWR works no overtime.

P NoTime EWR works overtime.

P Fail EWR fails.

P Capture EWR starts to capture.

P CaptureData EWR obtains searching data.

P NotCaptured EWR captures no threats.

P Trace EWR starts to track.

P Lost EWR loses threats.

P AddSearch EWR starts to add search.

P AddSearched EWR add-searches threats.

P NotAddSearched EWR add-searches no threats.

P Traced EWR tracks threats.

P SteadyTrace EWR tracks threats steadily.

P Report EWR transmit reports.

with multicasual event pairs is defined to be an event path,
the first event e0 of which is called the initial event, and the
last event en the final event.

Definition 4 (Cycle Event paths). If the final event en and the
initial event e0 of one event path satisfy en �→ e0, that is to say,
there exists at least one cycle event, then we define this event
path to be a cycle event path. And we call it a minimal cycle
event path if there is no other cycle event except en.
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Table 3: Event paths and meanings of the EWR system.

Routess Meanings

σ1= P StartWork; P Search; P SearchData; P Capture; P CaptureData;
EWR transmits reports successfully.

P Trace; P Traced; P SteadyTrace; P Report

σ2 = P StartWork; P Search; P NotSearched; P NoTime; P Fail EWR works overtime and does not find any threats.

σ3 = P Search; P NotSearched; P TimeEnough EWR searches again when nothing found.

σ4 = P Search; P SearchData; P Capture; P NotCaptured EWR captures again when nothing captured.

σ5 = P Trace; P Lost; P AddSearch; P AddSearched EWR add-searches threats after lost them.

σ6= P Search; P SearchData; P Capture; P CaptureData; P Trace;
EWR searches again after not add searched.

P Lost; P AddSearch; P NotAddSearched

σ7 = P Trace; P Traced; P SteacyTrace EWR tracks steadily.

Definition 5 (Sequence Event Paths). If the initial event e0

and the final event en of one event path satisfy that ¬∃e ∈ E
such that e �→ e0 or en �→ e, then we define this event path to
be a sequence event path. And we call it a minimal sequence
event path if there is no other sequence event except en. Let σ
be an event path, we denote σ[i] = ei as the ith event of σ .

In PESGs, the part of just concluded dots and arrows is
a sequence event path, and it is a minimal sequence event
route if there is only an initial event and a final event. And
if an event path consists of dots, arrows, and only one
dash-dotted arrow from the final event to the initial event,
then it is a cycle event path. They are shown in Figure 5.

In recent literatures, [15, 16] a key event path is the node
serials with the most sums of all node time delays, and the
activities of the key event path are called key activities. Or
a key event path is the transition serials with the least time
delays, which is also called the main route. Then according to
different requirements, a key event path can be represented as
the one with the most or least time delays. From Definitions
3–5, the cycle event paths may affect the time delays of some
sequence event paths. With the bigger probabilities of the
cycle event paths, the time delays of associated sequence
event paths will be more. Therefore, we mainly consider
the probabilities of cycle event paths. In other sides, the
disturbance analysis method is an efficient one to analyze
discrete event systems, which we can adopt to compute the
changing scope of each cycle event path, and the key event
path is the one with the maximal changing probabilities.

The sensitive analysis method can be used to obtain the
changing probabilities. Sensitivity is to focus on the grades
of some system parameters changing with certain indexes. In
this paper, we can find the key event path as the cycle event
path with the most probability sensitivity.

4. An Example

Take the CPN model of the early warning radar (EWR)
system [17] as an example. The EWR system starts searching
in the directed searching screen once it receives the leading
information from the command and control system. Then
it turns to the capturing state if threats found. The capturing
state is a transitional process between searching and tracking,
after which the EWR system starts tracking. During the

continuous tracking state, it computes the ballistic trajectory
parameters of threats and transmit them to the command
and control system.

According to the PSEGs translation rules and activities
of OV-5b, we can extract all events of the EWR system as in
Table 2.

According to the associated OV-6 models, we can finish
the PSEG of the EWR system as in Figure 6, where tr is the
tracking pulse cycle of EWR, and Tpr is the time delay for
EWR scanning the whole search screen once.

There are 2 minimal sequence event paths (σ1, σ2) and 5
minimal cycle event paths (σ3, σ4, σ5, σ6, σ7) in Figure 6. They
are as Table 3.

From Figure 6, the relationships between each cycle event
path probability and each conflict probability are as follows:

pσ3 =
(
1− p1

)
p2, pσ4 = p1

(
1− p3

)
,

pσ5 =
(
1− p4

)(
1− p5

)
,

pσ6 = p1p3
(
1− p4

)
p5, pσ7 = p4.

(2)

Using disturbance simulation method, all cycle event
path probabilities can be computed by the Data Collector
of CPN Tools. The colored ribbon figure of pσ3 , pσ4 , pσ5 ,
pσ6 , and pσ7 changing with jamming levels is as Figure 7.
We can learn that the 3rd cycle event path is the key event
path of the EWR system; that is, the searching segment is
weaker and more important than other segments. In theory,
whether the EWR system can find threats in the leading
search screen in time has the most influence to early warning
results.

5. Conclusion

The key event path analysis is an important part of discrete
event system structural analysis. We proposed a key event
path analysis approach of integrated systems based on the
analysis of cycle event paths in PSEGs. Besides that, we
brought forward translation rules between two different
architecture modeling methods. The approach supports to
develop structural analysis of key event paths, and it is worthy
to study deeply in the structural analysis of discrete event
dynamic systems.
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